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1. The value of 75P2 = ?  
a) 2775  b) 150  

2. The value of 100C98 = ?  
a) 4775  b) 4150 

3. How many numbers of four digits can be formed with the digits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5? 
a) 220  b) 120  

4. Four flower vessels are to be arranged in a row from seven different colored vessels. How many diffe
arrangements are possible?   
a) 840  b) 670  

5. In how many different ways 5 girls can be seated in a row? 
a) 125  b) 120  

6. How many 4-letter words with or without meaning can be formed out of the letters of the word 
‘LOGARITHMS’?  
a) 4250  b) 4680 

7. How many words can be formed by using all letters of the word ‘HUMAN’? 
a) 125  b) 120  

8. How many words can be formed by using all letters of the word ‘SYLHET’?
a) 125  b) 120  

9. In how many ways can the letters of the word ‘APPLE’ be arranged? 
a) 125  b) 60  

10. In how many ways can the letters of the word ‘LEADER’ be arranged? 
a) 325  b) 360  

11. In how many ways can the letters of the word ‘RUMOUR’ be arranged? 
a) 125  b) 160  

12. In how many ways can the letters of the word ‘ENGINEERING’ be arranged? 
a) 277200  b) 26040 

13. How many words can be formed from the lett
together?  
a) 27540  b) 17280 

14.  In how many different ways can the letters of the word ‘OPTICAL’ be arranged so that the vowels always 
come together?  
a) 720  b) 770  

15. In how many different ways can the letters of the word ‘EXTRA’ be arranged so that the vowels are never 
together?  
a) 72  b) 77  

16. In how many different ways can the letters of the word ‘DETAIL’ be arranged in such a way that the 
vowels occupy only the odd positions? 
a) 43  b) 44  

17. In how many different ways can the letters of the word ‘MACHINE’ be arranged in such a way that the 
vowels occupy only the odd positions? 
a) 543  b) 454  

18. In how many ways can a cricket squad be chosen out of 15 players? 
a) 1365  b) 1555 

19. In how many ways a committee of 5 members can be selected from 6 men and 5 ladies, consisting of 3 
men and 2 ladies?   
a) 150  b) 175  

20. In how many ways can a group of 5 men and 2 women be made out of a total of 7 men and 3 women? 
a) 63  b) 67  
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Permutation & Combination  

  c) 5550   d) 2889  

  c) 5550   d) 4950  

How many numbers of four digits can be formed with the digits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5?  
  c) 240   d) 160 

Four flower vessels are to be arranged in a row from seven different colored vessels. How many diffe

  c) 950   d) 780 

In how many different ways 5 girls can be seated in a row?  
  c) 140   d) 320 

letter words with or without meaning can be formed out of the letters of the word 

  c) 5040   d) 4690 

How many words can be formed by using all letters of the word ‘HUMAN’?  
  c) 140   d) 320 

How many words can be formed by using all letters of the word ‘SYLHET’? 
  c) 140   d) 720 

In how many ways can the letters of the word ‘APPLE’ be arranged?  
  c) 140   d) 80 

In how many ways can the letters of the word ‘LEADER’ be arranged?  
  c) 340   d) 380 

In how many ways can the letters of the word ‘RUMOUR’ be arranged?  
  c) 140   d) 180 

In how many ways can the letters of the word ‘ENGINEERING’ be arranged?  
  c) 24090  d) 28030 

How many words can be formed from the letters of the word ‘SIGNATURE’ so that the vowels always come 

  c) 23070  d) 18250 

In how many different ways can the letters of the word ‘OPTICAL’ be arranged so that the vowels always 

  c) 740   d) 750 

In how many different ways can the letters of the word ‘EXTRA’ be arranged so that the vowels are never 

  c) 73   d) 70 

In how many different ways can the letters of the word ‘DETAIL’ be arranged in such a way that the 
occupy only the odd positions?  

  c) 36   d) 34 

In how many different ways can the letters of the word ‘MACHINE’ be arranged in such a way that the 
vowels occupy only the odd positions?  

  c) 576   d) 634 

cricket squad be chosen out of 15 players?  
  c) 1275   d) 1345   

In how many ways a committee of 5 members can be selected from 6 men and 5 ladies, consisting of 3 

  c) 195   d) 200 

group of 5 men and 2 women be made out of a total of 7 men and 3 women? 
  c) 73   d) 76 
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Four flower vessels are to be arranged in a row from seven different colored vessels. How many different 

letter words with or without meaning can be formed out of the letters of the word 

ers of the word ‘SIGNATURE’ so that the vowels always come 

In how many different ways can the letters of the word ‘OPTICAL’ be arranged so that the vowels always 

In how many different ways can the letters of the word ‘EXTRA’ be arranged so that the vowels are never 

In how many different ways can the letters of the word ‘DETAIL’ be arranged in such a way that the 

In how many different ways can the letters of the word ‘MACHINE’ be arranged in such a way that the 

In how many ways a committee of 5 members can be selected from 6 men and 5 ladies, consisting of 3 

group of 5 men and 2 women be made out of a total of 7 men and 3 women?  
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21. From a group of 7 men and 6 women, five persons are to be selected to form a committee so that at least 3 
men are there on the committee. In how many ways can the committee be formed? 
a) 564  b) 635  

22. In a group of 6 boys and 4 girls, four
selected such that at least one boy should be there? 
a) 159  b) 194  

23. A box contains 2 white balls, 3 black balls and 4 red balls. In how many ways can 3 balls be drawn 
box, if at least one black ball is to be included in the draw? 
a) 32  b) 48  

24. How many 3-digits number can be formed from the digits 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 9 which are divisible by 5 and 
none of the digits is repeated?  
a) 5  b) 10  

25. In how many ways can 21 books on English and 19 books on Hindi be placed in a row on a shelf so that 
two books on Hindi may not be together? 
a) 3990  b) 1540  

 

26. Auntu will be the leader of a drama team. In how many ways can a team of 6 members be chosen from a 

total of 10 people given that Auntu must be in that team. 

27. Nazia and Mashrifa are among 7 students from whom 4 students are to be selected at random for a f

trip organized by Professor Mamun. Of the different possible selections, how many contain neither Nazia 

nor Mashrifa?  

28. How many straight lines can be drawn from 15 non

29. In how many ways can 5 members from a committee out of 10 be sel

a) Two particular members must be included. 

b) Two particular members must not be included. 

30. A question paper has two parts; A & B, each containing 10 questions. If the student has to choose 8 from A 

and 5 from B, in how many ways he can choose 

31. In how many ways, a cricket team of 11 players can be made from 15 players if a particular player is never 

selected?  

32. In how many ways, a cricket team of 11 players can be made from 15 players if a particular player is 

always selected?  

33. In how many ways a committee of 3 men and 2 women can be formed out of a total of 4 men and 4 

women?  

34. A committee of 5 members is going to be formed from 3 trainees, 4 professors and 6 research associates. 

How many ways can they be selected, if 

a) In committee there are 2 trainees and 3 research associates? 

b) There are 4 professors and 1 research associate or 3 trainees and 2 professors? 

35. Find the number of combinations that can be formed with 5 oranges, 4 mangoes and 3 bananas, when one 

fruit of each kind is taken.  

36. In how many different ways, can the letters of the word 'INHALE' be arranged?

37. In how many different ways, can the letters of the word 'BANKING' be arranged?

38. In how many different ways, can the letters of the word 'STRESS' be arranged?

39. In how many ways, can the letters of the word 'ASSASSINATION' be arranged, so that all the 

together? 

40. A child has four pockets and three marbles. In how many ways, the child can put the marbles in the 

pockets?  
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From a group of 7 men and 6 women, five persons are to be selected to form a committee so that at least 3 
men are there on the committee. In how many ways can the committee be formed? 

  c) 743   d) 756 

In a group of 6 boys and 4 girls, four children are to be selected. In how many different ways can they be 
selected such that at least one boy should be there?  

  c) 198   d) 209  

A box contains 2 white balls, 3 black balls and 4 red balls. In how many ways can 3 balls be drawn 
box, if at least one black ball is to be included in the draw?  

  c) 64   d) 96 

digits number can be formed from the digits 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 9 which are divisible by 5 and 
 

  c) 15   d) 20 

In how many ways can 21 books on English and 19 books on Hindi be placed in a row on a shelf so that 
two books on Hindi may not be together?  

  c) 1745   d) 1557 

Homework  
Auntu will be the leader of a drama team. In how many ways can a team of 6 members be chosen from a 

total of 10 people given that Auntu must be in that team.  

Nazia and Mashrifa are among 7 students from whom 4 students are to be selected at random for a f

trip organized by Professor Mamun. Of the different possible selections, how many contain neither Nazia 

How many straight lines can be drawn from 15 non-collinear points?  

In how many ways can 5 members from a committee out of 10 be selected so that, 

Two particular members must be included.  

Two particular members must not be included.  

A question paper has two parts; A & B, each containing 10 questions. If the student has to choose 8 from A 

and 5 from B, in how many ways he can choose the question? 

In how many ways, a cricket team of 11 players can be made from 15 players if a particular player is never 

In how many ways, a cricket team of 11 players can be made from 15 players if a particular player is 

In how many ways a committee of 3 men and 2 women can be formed out of a total of 4 men and 4 

A committee of 5 members is going to be formed from 3 trainees, 4 professors and 6 research associates. 

How many ways can they be selected, if  

ee there are 2 trainees and 3 research associates?  

There are 4 professors and 1 research associate or 3 trainees and 2 professors? 

Find the number of combinations that can be formed with 5 oranges, 4 mangoes and 3 bananas, when one 

In how many different ways, can the letters of the word 'INHALE' be arranged? 

In how many different ways, can the letters of the word 'BANKING' be arranged? 

In how many different ways, can the letters of the word 'STRESS' be arranged? 

ays, can the letters of the word 'ASSASSINATION' be arranged, so that all the 

A child has four pockets and three marbles. In how many ways, the child can put the marbles in the 
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 From a group of 7 men and 6 women, five persons are to be selected to form a committee so that at least 3 
men are there on the committee. In how many ways can the committee be formed?  

children are to be selected. In how many different ways can they be 

A box contains 2 white balls, 3 black balls and 4 red balls. In how many ways can 3 balls be drawn from the 

digits number can be formed from the digits 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 9 which are divisible by 5 and 

In how many ways can 21 books on English and 19 books on Hindi be placed in a row on a shelf so that 

Auntu will be the leader of a drama team. In how many ways can a team of 6 members be chosen from a 

Nazia and Mashrifa are among 7 students from whom 4 students are to be selected at random for a field 

trip organized by Professor Mamun. Of the different possible selections, how many contain neither Nazia 

ected so that,  

A question paper has two parts; A & B, each containing 10 questions. If the student has to choose 8 from A 

In how many ways, a cricket team of 11 players can be made from 15 players if a particular player is never 

In how many ways, a cricket team of 11 players can be made from 15 players if a particular player is 

In how many ways a committee of 3 men and 2 women can be formed out of a total of 4 men and 4 

A committee of 5 members is going to be formed from 3 trainees, 4 professors and 6 research associates. 

There are 4 professors and 1 research associate or 3 trainees and 2 professors?  

Find the number of combinations that can be formed with 5 oranges, 4 mangoes and 3 bananas, when one 

 

ays, can the letters of the word 'ASSASSINATION' be arranged, so that all the S are 

A child has four pockets and three marbles. In how many ways, the child can put the marbles in the 
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Solution: Homework  

26. 9C5 = 
�!

�!(���)!
= 126 

27. 5C4 = 
�!

�!(���)!
= 5 

28. 15C2 = 105  

29. a) When two particular members are included then we have to select 5

Required number of ways 8C3

b) When two particular members are not included then we have to select 5 members from 10

Required number of ways 8C5

30. Required number of ways = 10

31. 11 players are to be selected from 15

32. 11-1=10 players are to be selected from 15

33. Total no of ways = 4C3  * 4C2 = 24 

34. a) Total no of ways = 3C2  * 6C3 

b) Total no of ways = 4C4  * 6C1 

35. Required number of combinations = 

36. The word has 6 different letters. Number of arrangements possible = 6! = 720

37. N has come twice. Number of arrangements possible =  

38. S has come thrice. Number of arrangements possible =  

39. When all S are taken together, then there are only 10 letters. There is also 3 A, 2 I and 2 N. So number of 

ways = 
��!

�!∗�!∗�!
= 151200 

40. The first marble can be put into the pockets in 4 ways, so can the 2

which the child can put the marbles = 4*4*4 = 64 ways. 

 
Math Answer  

1. C 2. D 3. B 4. A
11. D 12. A 13. B 14. A
21. D 22. D 23. C 24. D

µwgK bs welq
1 Kv‡i›U G‡dqvm©  
2  evsjv‡`‡ki BwZnvmt 1947 Gi 

jx‡Mi c«wZôv, 52 Gi fvlv Av‡›`
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When two particular members are included then we have to select 5-2=3 members from 10

3 = 
�!

�!(���)!
= 56 

When two particular members are not included then we have to select 5 members from 10

5 = 
�!

�!(���)!
= 56 

10C8 * 10C5 = 11340  

11 players are to be selected from 15-1=14 players. Required no of ways      14C11 

1=10 players are to be selected from 15-1=14 players. Required no of ways     

= 24  

3 = 60  

1 + 3C3  * 4C2 = 12  

binations = 5C1  * 4C1 * 
3C1= 60   

The word has 6 different letters. Number of arrangements possible = 6! = 720 

N has come twice. Number of arrangements possible =  
�!

�!
= 2520 

S has come thrice. Number of arrangements possible =  
�!

�!
= 120 

When all S are taken together, then there are only 10 letters. There is also 3 A, 2 I and 2 N. So number of 

The first marble can be put into the pockets in 4 ways, so can the 2nd and 3rd. Thus, the number of ways in 

d can put the marbles = 4*4*4 = 64 ways.  

4. A 5. B 6. C 7. B 8. D 
14. A 15. A 16. C 17. C 18. A 
24. D 25. B    

 

General Knowledge  

G mßv‡ni wm‡jevm  

welq ‡idv
Kv‡i›U G

1947 Gi †`k fvM, AvIqvgx gymwjg 
‡›`vjb, 54 Gi hy³d«›U wbe©vPb|  

mvaviY Áv‡bi ‡h‡Kvb ÷vÛvW© eB 
Aa¨vq mg~n fvjfv‡e co‡Z n‡
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2=3 members from 10-2=8.  

When two particular members are not included then we have to select 5 members from 10-2=8. 

 = 
��!

��!(�����)!
= 364  

1=14 players. Required no of ways     14C10 = 
��!

��!(�����)!
= 1001 

When all S are taken together, then there are only 10 letters. There is also 3 A, 2 I and 2 N. So number of 

. Thus, the number of ways in 

9. B 10. B 
19. D 20. A 
  

idv‡iÝ  
U G‡dqvm©  

Kvb ÷vÛvW© eB †_‡K GB welq msµvšÍ 
‡e|  
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µwgK bs welq 

1 1. DB‡ÛvR   
 2. BDwUwjwU †cÖvMÖvg I Kw¤úDUvi 

Questions 
Officer (Cash) 2010 

Senior Officer 2010 

welq 
g¨v_ 1| K¬vm †jKPv‡ii mg Í̄ g¨v_ 

2| 6 - 9 ‡jKPvikx
Bswjk 1| ‡jKPvikx‡Ui mKj AvB
Kw¤úDUvi I AvBwU  1| cÖ`Ë wm‡jevm hZUv 
mvaviY Ávb 1| cÖ`Ë wm‡jevm hZUv m¤¢e fv
cixÿv 1| AvMvgx K¬v‡m 15 wgwb

 

SL 
No 

Main Word Bangla Meaning

1 Bona Fide  �কৃত

2 Bucolic  �াম�, 

3 Benevolent  বদান�

4 Bohemian  ভবঘুের ধরেণর

5 Bald টাক

6 Bleak  িনরান�

7 Burden  ভার��

8 Cosmopolitan   িব�জনীন

9 Contravene   ল�ন 

10 Castigate  কেঠার সমেলাচনা

11 Cereal  খাদ�শস�

12 Craft   �নপুণ�

13 Celibacy  �কৗমায�। (

অনা�হ

14 Craven  কাপু�ষ

15 Corroborate  সত� বেল সমথ�ন
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Computer & IT 
G mßv‡ni wm‡jevm  

‡idv‡iÝ 

BwR Kw¤úDUvi eB‡qi Z„Zxq Aa¨v‡qi 3q
Kgc‡ÿ wZbevi co‡Z n‡e|  Kw¤úDUvi fvBivm 

 

 
Question Solution 

(Homework) 

Sonali Bank Ltd.  
General Knowledge 

  
  

 

‡nvg IqvK© I covïbv  
KiYxq 

ii mg Í̄ g¨v_ †d«k K‡i K‡i cieZ©x K¬v‡m Rgv w`‡Z n‡e| 
jKPvikx‡Ui me ‡¯úkvj g¨v_¸‡jv Av‡iKevi Ki‡Z n‡e|  

Ui mKj AvB‡Ug Lye fvjfv‡e AvZ¥ ’̄ Ki‡Z n‡e| 6 - 9 ‡jKPvikx‡Ui me AvB
jevm hZUv m¤¢e fvjfv‡e †kl Kiæb| GKBmv‡_ 2wU cÖ‡kœi mKj GgwmwKD Kgc
jevm hZUv m¤¢e fvjfv‡e †kl Kiæb| GKBmv‡_ 2wU cÖ‡kœi mKj GgwmwKD Kgc

m 15 wgwb‡U 25 gvK©‡mi wUD‡Uvwiqvj †bqv n‡e| wm‡jevmt †jKPvi -

 

Vocabulary  
Bangla Meaning Synonym -1 Synonym -2 Antonym

�কৃত Actual  Legitimate  Counterfeit 

 Pvlv Pastoral  Rustic  Urban 

বদান� Generous  Empathetic  Cruel 

ধরেণর Dilettante  Iconoclast  Conformist 

টাক - - 

িনরান� Depressing   Miserable  Cheerful 

ভার�� করা Encumber Trouble  Ease 

িব�জনীন Cultured  Metropolitan  Rustic 

 করা Break  Breach  Accept 

সমেলাচনা করা Criticize  Reprimand  Praise 

খাদ�শস� - - 

�নপুণ� Skill  Ability  Clumsiness 

(িবেয়েত 

অনা�হ) 

Virginity  Purity  

কাপু�ষ, নীচ Timorous  Gutless  Brave 

সমথ�ন করা Support  Confirm  Contradict 
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iÝ  

3q I 4_© cwi”Q` ỳwU LywUbvwU mn 

Computer 

Ui me AvB‡Ug wiwfkb| 
kœi mKj GgwmwKD Kgc‡ÿ 5 evi co–b| 
kœi mKj GgwmwKD Kgc‡ÿ 5 evi co–b| 

- 9| 

Antonym-1 Antonym-2 

Counterfeit  Illegal  
Urban  Modern  

Cruel  Merciless  

Conformist  Conventional  

- - 

Cheerful  Pleasant  

Ease  Blessing  

Rustic  Unrefined  

Accept  Approve  

Praise  Extol  

- - 

Clumsiness  Ineptness  

Promiscuousness  

Brave  Courageous  

Contradict  Gainsay  
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Agreement means:  

 Selecting subjects that agree in person and number with verbs. 

 Selecting pronouns that agree in person and number with 

In English, very often the subject and the verb is separated by a prepositional phrase. 

phrases have no effect on the verb. Let's see some example below:

Example  1. The study of language
              SUB                PP             

  2. The view of these disciplines
               SUB                           PP                         V 

  3. The actress, along with her manager and some friends
             SUB                                             PP                                                                     V

  4. Mugdho as well as Madhurjo
           SUB                        PP                                    V

  5. Mr. Mawla, accompanied by his wife and children
             SUB                                
 

The actress and her manager are going
            SUB                                     V 

Mini Exercise on R-1 & R-2 
 

1. Mishu, along with her twenty friends, (is/are) planning a party. 
2. The picture of the soldiers (bring/brings) back my memories. 
3. Living expenses in this country, as well as in many others
4. Rahim and Karim (is/are) two bosom friends initiated the event.  
5. Advertisements on television (is/are) becoming more competitive than ever before. 
6. The effects of smoking (have/has) been proven to be extremely harmful. 
7. If the duties of these officers (isn't/aren't) reduced, there will not be enough time to finish the task.

 

Incorrect  Three swimers of our team, Mugdho, Madhurjo, and Mishu 
Correct  Three swimers of our team, Mugdho, Madhurjo, and Mishu 
 
Incorrect  Dhaka University, the largest of the Govt. universities, 
Correct  Dhaka University, the largest of the Govt. universities, 

Appositives after a subject have no effects on verb

Prepositional phrase has no effect on the verb.
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Grammar Lecture -5 

Selecting subjects that agree in person and number with verbs.  

s that agree in person and number with reference to nouns and other pronouns. 

There are eleven rules associated with SAV 

Rule -1: Prepositional Phrase 

 

 

In English, very often the subject and the verb is separated by a prepositional phrase. 

have no effect on the verb. Let's see some example below:  

of language is very interesting.   
SUB                PP                 V 

of these disciplines varies from time to time. 
SUB                           PP                         V  

along with her manager and some friends, is going to a party tonight. 
SUB                                             PP                                                                     V 

as well as Madhurjo was present there.  
SUB                        PP                                    V 

accompanied by his wife and children, is arriving tonight. 
SUB                                                         PP                                                   V 

Rule -2: and 

 

 

are going to a party tonight.  

Mishu, along with her twenty friends, (is/are) planning a party.  
The picture of the soldiers (bring/brings) back my memories.  
Living expenses in this country, as well as in many others (is/are) at an all time high. 
Rahim and Karim (is/are) two bosom friends initiated the event.   
Advertisements on television (is/are) becoming more competitive than ever before. 
The effects of smoking (have/has) been proven to be extremely harmful.  

the duties of these officers (isn't/aren't) reduced, there will not be enough time to finish the task.

Rule -3: Appositives 

 

Three swimers of our team, Mugdho, Madhurjo, and Mishu is in competition for medals. 
Three swimers of our team, Mugdho, Madhurjo, and Mishu are in competition for medals. 

Dhaka University, the largest of the Govt. universities, have more than 20000 students. 
Dhaka University, the largest of the Govt. universities, has more than 20000 students.

Appositives after a subject have no effects on verb

Prepositional phrase has no effect on the verb. 
together with, along with,  

accompanied by, as well as, in addition to  

If the conjunction 'and' is used instead of the 

prepositional phrases, verb would be plural.  

Subject - Verb Agreement 
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reference to nouns and other pronouns.   

In English, very often the subject and the verb is separated by a prepositional phrase. These prepositional 

to a party tonight.  

tonight.  

(is/are) at an all time high.  

Advertisements on television (is/are) becoming more competitive than ever before.  

the duties of these officers (isn't/aren't) reduced, there will not be enough time to finish the task. 

in competition for medals.  
in competition for medals.  

more than 20000 students.  
more than 20000 students. 

Appositives after a subject have no effects on verb 
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Incorrect  The Japanese were a difficult language for me to learn. 
Correct  Japanese was a difficult language for me to learn.
 
Incorrect  Japanese are very inventive people.  
Correct  The Japanese are very inventive people. 

Rule -5: Words that always take singular verbs and pronouns 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Incorrect  Everybody who have
Correct  Everybody who has
 

Incorrect  Nobody work harder than Putul does.  
Correct  Nobody works harder than Putul does.  
 

Incorrect  If either of you take
Correct  If either of you takes
 

Incorrect  Neither Mexico nor Canada 
Correct  Neither Mexico nor Canada 
 

Rule 

 
 
When two words are joined by 'either...or', 'neither...nor', 'not only...but also' the adjective agrees with the 
subject which is closest.  
 

Incorrect  Neither Mugdho nor his 
Correct  Neither Mugdho nor his 
 

Incorrect  Either Mugdho or his 
Correct  Either Mugdho or his 
 

Incorrect  Neither the boys nor Redwan 
Correct  Neither the boys nor Redwan 
 

any +    

 singular noun/body

noun/body/one/thing

no +    

 singular noun/body/one/thing

some +   

 singular noun/body/one/thing

**either & neither are singular. But 'either ... or' and 'neither ... nor' are may plural if used with plural noun.  

1. 

2. 
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Rule -4: Language & Nationality 

 

Japanese were a difficult language for me to learn.  
Japanese was a difficult language for me to learn. 

Japanese are very inventive people.   
The Japanese are very inventive people.  

 

5: Words that always take singular verbs and pronouns 

 

have not purchased a ticket should back home.   
 not purchased a ticket should back home.   

harder than Putul does.   
harder than Putul does.   

 a vacation now, we will not be able to finish the work.   
takes a vacation now, we will not be able to finish the work.   

Neither Mexico nor Canada require that the citizens of USA have passports. 
Neither Mexico nor Canada requires that the citizens of USA have passports. 

Rule -6: Either....or/Neither....nor/Not only....but also 

 

When two words are joined by 'either...or', 'neither...nor', 'not only...but also' the adjective agrees with the 

Neither Mugdho nor his friends is going to the parlor today.  
Neither Mugdho nor his friends are going to the parlor today.  

ither Mugdho or his friends is going to the parlor today. 
ither Mugdho or his friends are going to the parlor today. 

Neither the boys nor Redwan have seen this movie before.   
Neither the boys nor Redwan has seen this movie before.   

Word Indicating nationality refers to: 

 language - singular  

 people - plural  

    every + 

singular noun/body/one/thing    singular 

noun/body/one/thing 

    each +  

singular noun/body/one/thing   singular noun

     either* 

singular noun/body/one/thing  neither* 

& neither are singular. But 'either ... or' and 'neither ... nor' are may plural if used with plural noun.  

 
������

�������
 + noun + 

�� 

���
 + plural noun + plural verb  

 
������

�������
 + noun + 

�� 

���
 + singular noun + singular 

verb  
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5: Words that always take singular verbs and pronouns  

a vacation now, we will not be able to finish the work.    
a vacation now, we will not be able to finish the work.    

that the citizens of USA have passports.  
that the citizens of USA have passports.  

6: Either....or/Neither....nor/Not only....but also  

When two words are joined by 'either...or', 'neither...nor', 'not only...but also' the adjective agrees with the 

singular 

singular noun 

& neither are singular. But 'either ... or' and 'neither ... nor' are may plural if used with plural noun.   

 

+ singular noun + singular 
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None and No can take either a singular or plural verb depending on the noun which follows it. 
 
Incorrect  None of the students 
Correct  None of the students 
 
Incorrect  No example are relevant to this case. 
Correct  No example is relevant to this case. 
 
Incorrect  No examples is relevant to this case. 
Correct  No examples are relevant to this case. 
 

 
Incorrect  A number of items has
Correct  A number of items have
 
Incorrect  The number of deleted items 
Correct  The number of deleted 
 

Rule 

 
 
Incorrect  What it takes are lot of courage.  
Correct  What it takes is lot of courage.  
 

Incorrect  To fly in space are her dream. 
Correct  To fly in space is her dream.
 

Incorrect  Learning a new skill 
Correct  Learning a new skill 
 

 
 
 
 
 

These collective nouns are usually singular. In some cases they are plural if the sentence indicates that the 
individual members are acting separately. 
 

1.

2.

3.

4.





Congress 

organization 

government 

Parliament 
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Rule -7: No/None   

 

None and No can take either a singular or plural verb depending on the noun which follows it. 

None of the students has finished the exam yet.  
None of the students have finished the exam yet. 

relevant to this case.  
relevant to this case.  

relevant to this case.  
relevant to this case.  

Rule -8: A number of/The number of  

 

has been deleted.  
have been deleted. 

The number of deleted items are small.  
The number of deleted items is small.  

Rule -9: Clause/Infinitive/Gerund as Subject   

 

lot of courage.   
lot of courage.   

her dream.  
her dream. 

Learning a new skill are very satisfying.  
Learning a new skill is very satisfying. 

Rule -10: Collective Nouns    

 

These collective nouns are usually singular. In some cases they are plural if the sentence indicates that the 
l members are acting separately.  

1. none + of the + non-count noun + singular verb 

2. none + of the + plural noun + plural verb  

3. no + singular/non-count noun + singular verb

4. no + plural count noun + plural verb  

 A number of (means several) is always plural 

 The number of is always singular  

When clauses, infinitives, or gerunds are 

used as subjects, they usually take a singular 

Congress  family majority* minority 

organization  team army  crowd 

government  jury committee class 

Parliament  group club  public 
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None and No can take either a singular or plural verb depending on the noun which follows it.  

 

These collective nouns are usually singular. In some cases they are plural if the sentence indicates that the 

count noun + singular verb  

count noun + singular verb 

A number of (means several) is always plural  
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Incorrect  The majority believe
Correct  The majority believes
 

Incorrect  The majority of the students 
Correct  The majority of the students 
 

Incorrect  The crowd were wild with excitement.  
Correct  The crowd was wild with excitement.  
 

Incorrect  Our team are going to win the match. 
Correct  Our team is going to win the match. 
 

The following nouns are used to indicate groups of certain animals and thus are considered as singular. 
 

 
 
 

 

Incorrect  The flock of birds are
Correct  The flock of birds is 
 

Incorrect  A school of fish are being attacked by sharks.   
Correct  A school of fish is being attacked by sharks.   .  
 

Note                    Collective noun indicating time, m

Example Twenty-five dollars is too much to pay for the shirt. 
  Fifty minutes isn't enough time to finish this test. 
  Twenty dollars is all I can afford to pay for the shirt. 
  Two miles is too much to run in one day.    

 
 
 
The listed nouns are always plural and can't be singular. In order to speak of them as singular, one must say 
'a pair of........'.  
 
Example The pants are in the drawer.  
  A pair of pants is in the drawer. 
  These scissors are dull. 
  This pair of scissors is dull. 
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believe that we are in no danger.    
believes that we are in no danger. 

The majority of the students believes that we are in no danger.     
The majority of the students believe that we are in no danger. 

wild with excitement.   
wild with excitement.   

going to win the match.  
going to win the match.  

The following nouns are used to indicate groups of certain animals and thus are considered as singular. 

are circling overhead.   
 circling overhead.   

being attacked by sharks.    
being attacked by sharks.   .   

Collective noun indicating time, money, and measurement used as a whole is also singular. 

five dollars is too much to pay for the shirt.  
Fifty minutes isn't enough time to finish this test.  
Twenty dollars is all I can afford to pay for the shirt.  

uch to run in one day.     

Rule -11: Nouns that are always plural     

 

The listed nouns are always plural and can't be singular. In order to speak of them as singular, one must say 

The pants are in the drawer.   
A pair of pants is in the drawer.   
These scissors are dull.   

his pair of scissors is dull.  

 

flock of birds   pack of dogs  

flock of sheep   school of fish  

herd of cattle   pride of lions  

scissors  eyeglasses  jeans  

trousers  pants   tweezers  

shorts   pliers   tongs  
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The following nouns are used to indicate groups of certain animals and thus are considered as singular.  

oney, and measurement used as a whole is also singular.  

The listed nouns are always plural and can't be singular. In order to speak of them as singular, one must say  
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Find out the erroneous part from the 

1. The Zoning improvement plan, 
                                                                                      

of an ever increasing volume of mail
2. Mehrab is one of the most intelligent boys 

                                            A       B                                       

3. There is about 600 schools in the United States
      A                                                             B                         

initiative.   

4. Everyone who has travelled across the USA 
                       A                                                                  

territory with such variation among the lifestyles of the people. 

5. Because entertaining is such a competitive
       A                                                         B                                                               C  

help market the music.  

6. Determination of the long term effects
            A                                                         B                                                                  

challenging problems in climate research. 

7. Magnesium, the lightest of our structural metals, has an important place 
                                    A                                                                                                                     

materials because of their weight. 
                               C               D 

8. The office memoranda was circulated, but 
 A                                      

9. The caustic remarks she made was 
               A               B                                                

10. The Gray Wolf, a species reintroduced
                                     A                     B                                      C                                                               

breed naturally there.  

11. The list containing names of miscreants
                       A                                           B                    C                                                           

12. Over 90 percent of the world's population now 
   A                   B                            C                                               D

13. The Ozone layer, eight to thirty miles above the earth, 
                                                  A                                                                      B                            C       D

14. Michael Jackson, with members of his band, 
                                                  A                                               B                                                  C                         

15. Several arid areas in Arizona has been
                      A                                       B                       C                          D

16. In spite of its fragile appearance, a 
                        A                            B                        C                                        D                             

17. One hundred eighty-six thousand 
                                   A                   B              C                           

18. The nucleus of a human cell, except those
                                                                         A                                                              B                C                  D

19. Thirty-five dollars are the average income for a 
                                A         B                                                                      C                                               

20. Fossils show that early people was
                    A                                                 B                        C                                               D 

21. Mary Ovington, along with a number
                                                 A                    B                                                   C                                         

establishing the Negro National Committee, now called NAACP. 
22. The Yon Ho, which is still in use today and 

                                   A                                                              

the sixth century.  
23. Since the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

                                                                                     
less, there are no reason for small investors to fear 
                            C                                                                                                

24. Good people will make good laws but 
              A                                                                                       B                                    

25. The Financial Times is a more widely
                                                   A          B             C       
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Exercise on Grammar 

Find out the erroneous part from the underlined parts of the sentences listed 1 

The Zoning improvement plan, better known as zip codes, enable postal clerks to speed
                                                                                                      A                                           B                                                  C                    D

of an ever increasing volume of mail.  
intelligent boys of the science class. No Error.                                                          

A       B                                              C                   D                              E 

in the United States that use the Montessori method to encourage individual 
A                                                             B                                         C                                                                   D 

has travelled across the USA by car, train, or bus are surprised to see such a large expense of
                                              B                                          C                                                               D

territory with such variation among the lifestyles of the people.  

competitive business, a group of singers or musicians needing a manager to 
A                                                         B                                                               C                                                        D 

effects of aerosols on the upper atmosphere are currently one of the most
A                                                         B                                                                                            C                                     D

challenging problems in climate research.  

of our structural metals, has an important place among common engineering 
A                                                                                                                        B 

weight.  

circulated, but nobody responded; hence few supplies were ordered. 
A                                           B                                        C                  D 

she made was totally uncalled for.  
                   C                            D 

reintroduced into their native habitat in Yellowstone National Park, has begun
A                     B                                      C                                                                                                     

miscreants have been submitted to the committee for action.  
A                                           B                    C                                                                                  D 

population now uses the metric system . 
A                   B                            C                                               D 

miles above the earth, protect us from too many ultraviolet rays. 
A                                                                      B                            C       D 

of his band, travel to key cities to give concerts and make public appearance. 
A                                               B                                                  C                            D 

been irrigated and reclaimed for cultivation.  
B                       C                          D 

, a new born infant is extremely sturdy. No Error.   
A                            B                        C                                        D                                     E 

 miles per second are the speed of light.  
A                   B              C                                  D  

except those of eggs and sperm, contain forty-six thread-like structures called 
A                                                              B                C                  D  

the average income for a four-person family living in a medium sized community in Mali.
B                                                                      C                                                                 D 

was only four feet six inches tall on the average.  
B                        C                                               D  

a number of journalists and social workers, were instrumental in 
A                    B                                                   C                                              D 

establishing the Negro National Committee, now called NAACP.  
is still in use today and is recognized as one of the world's great canals, 

A                                                                  B                                                          C                                               

Since the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation started guaranteeing bank accounts of $ 1,00,000 or 
                                                                                                     A                        B 

no reason for small investors to fear losing their savings.  
C                                                                                                  D 

will make good laws but good laws passed by a few does not necessarily 
A                                                                                       B                                                            C                                            D              

widely read paper than The Observer. No Error.  
A          B             C             D                                                                             E 
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underlined parts of the sentences listed 1 - 25 as under: 

to speed the routing  
C                    D 

                                                        (Basic 13) 

individual  

a large expense of  
B                                          C                                                               D 

a manager to  

one of the most  
C                                     D 

common engineering  

were ordered.  

has begun to  
                                      D 

ultraviolet rays.  

public appearance.  

structures called chromosomes. 

community in Mali. 

instrumental in  

great canals, date from  
                                   D 

bank accounts of $ 1,00,000 or  

necessarily make a good society.  

C                                            D                             (SIBL 2010) 
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Find the Grammatically Correct 
 

26. Select the correct sentence  
a) The Chairperson and accompanied by his subordinates have 
b) The Chairperson, accompanied by his subordinates have attended the meeting
c) The Chairperson has, accompanied by his subordinates have attended the meeting
d) The Chairperson, accompanied by his subordinates have attended the meeting
e) None of these  

27. a) Rina as well as Mina has come     
c) Rina and Mina is coming                
e) Rina as well as Mina have arrived   

28. a) Your exercise of pouring hot water is not welcome 
b) Your exercise of powering cold water is not welcome
c) Your exercise of pulling string is not welcome
d) Your exercise of pulling the wool is not welcome
e) Your exercise of saddling a pad is not welcome 

29. a) It is high top time that you should settle the matter  
b) It is high time that you have settle the matter 
c) It is top time that you should settle the matter 
d) It is high time that you should settle the matter
e) It is top time for to settle the matter 

30.  "A list of books about repairing and selling cars are in the file on the table" 
be made to this sentence?  
a) Replace of with to       b) insert 

are to is      e) insert a comma
31. Select the correct sentence  

a) You but I am guilty for the accident      
b) you and not I are guilty for the accident     
c) You and not I am guilty for the accident     
d) You but I are guilty for the accident   

32. Find the correct sentence  
a) Bad students do not listen with what their teacher says 
b) Bad students do not listen to what their teacher say 
c) Bad students do not about what their teacher say 
d) Bad students do not listen to what their teacher says 
e) Bad students do not listen at what their teacher says  

33. Find the correct sentence  
a) It is neither here nor there 
c) It is nor here and definitely not there     

34. Which one is plural?   
a) Each      b) Someone      

35. Neither Mr. Rahman nor his friend 
a) Is invited to speak at the seminar 
b) Are invited to speak at the seminar 
c) Are to speak at the seminar 
d) Are speaking at the seminar 
e) Will be speak at the seminar 
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Find the Grammatically Correct Sentence (26 – 35 ) 

       
The Chairperson and accompanied by his subordinates have attended the meeting
The Chairperson, accompanied by his subordinates have attended the meeting
The Chairperson has, accompanied by his subordinates have attended the meeting
The Chairperson, accompanied by his subordinates have attended the meeting

a) Rina as well as Mina has come      b) Rina as well as Mina have come 
c) Rina and Mina is coming                 d) Rina and Mina were arrived  
e) Rina as well as Mina have arrived         

hot water is not welcome  
b) Your exercise of powering cold water is not welcome 
c) Your exercise of pulling string is not welcome 
d) Your exercise of pulling the wool is not welcome 
e) Your exercise of saddling a pad is not welcome     
a) It is high top time that you should settle the matter     
b) It is high time that you have settle the matter  
c) It is top time that you should settle the matter  
d) It is high time that you should settle the matter 

s top time for to settle the matter  
"A list of books about repairing and selling cars are in the file on the table" 

       
b) insert them after repairing     c) insert a comma

comma after file  
       

You but I am guilty for the accident       
you and not I are guilty for the accident      
You and not I am guilty for the accident      
You but I are guilty for the accident    

       
Bad students do not listen with what their teacher says  
Bad students do not listen to what their teacher say  

ad students do not about what their teacher say  
Bad students do not listen to what their teacher says  
Bad students do not listen at what their teacher says   

       
It is neither here nor there        b) It is not true and nor valid    

c) It is nor here and definitely not there      d) It is neither true or valid     
       

b) Someone        c) Anyone        d) None of these 
Neither Mr. Rahman nor his friend are invited to speak at the seminar. 

Is invited to speak at the seminar  
Are invited to speak at the seminar  
Are to speak at the seminar  
Are speaking at the seminar  

ar  
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             (DBBL AO 09) 
attended the meeting 

The Chairperson, accompanied by his subordinates have attended the meeting 
The Chairperson has, accompanied by his subordinates have attended the meeting 
The Chairperson, accompanied by his subordinates have attended the meeting 

    (Agrani Officer 10) 

           (Agrani SO 11) 
    (Agrani Officer 11) 

"A list of books about repairing and selling cars are in the file on the table" - which correction should 
      (Jamuna MTO 13) 
comma after selling     d) change 

            (Sonali SO 10) 

     (Sonali Officer 08) 

          (Standard Bank TO 13) 
b) It is not true and nor valid     

    
           (BB Officer 01) 
d) None of these  
                  (BB AD 08) 
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Find the Correct Option to Fill the 
  

36. The tense of a verb is related to _______________. 
a) Time       b) place      

37. Groups of tissues, each with its own function, _______in the human body. 
a) It makes up the organs  
b) make up the organs  
c) they make up the organs 
d) makes up the organs  

38. A number of students ________joined together to form a club for hockey fans. 
a) Has         b) have      

39. Thor Hyderthal, accompanied by the crew of the Kon Tiki,___in order to prove his theories of cultural diffusion. 
a) have sailed specially chartered courses 
b) sailing specifically chartered 
c) has sailed specifically chartered courses 
d) they sail specifically chartered courses 

40. The list of examination marks _________missing from Tani's drawers only a while ago. 
a) Is found         b) was found      

41. Each of the radioisotopes produced artificially ________its own distinct structure. 
a) have        b) has       

42. In a suspension bridge ______that carry one or more flexible cables firmly attached at e
a) there is two towers on it    b) there are two towers    c) two towers there are   d) towers there are two    

43. Time and tide _________for none. 
a) Waits        b) wait      

44. A good team _________of both recruiting and coaching as well as performing. 
a) is a result       b) it is a result      

45. The leader of the two countries __________ an agreement to avoid future conflicts. 
a) Has recently reach     b) recently reach     

46. Not all textbooks that have been written on this _____________subject. 
a) With        b) To     

47. At least one of the students ______________full marks every time. 
a) Get         b) are getting      

48. Clones, __________, are genetically homogenous. 
               a) plant growing from a single specimen 
               c) plants grown from a single specimen 

49. Scientists' ________a new planet. 
a) Had just discovered       b) just discovered      c) have just discover     d) have just discovered      

50. Words that join noun or pronoun objects to other words in the sentence called _____. 
a) Conjunction       b) adverb     

 
 

Grammar Exercise  
1.B 2.C 3.A 4.C
11.C 12.D 13.B 14.B
21.D 22.D 23.C 24.C
31.B 32.D 33.A 34.D
41.B 42.B 43.B 44.A
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the blanks in the following Questions (36 – 50) 

The tense of a verb is related to _______________.      
b) place        c) person        d) degree    

Groups of tissues, each with its own function, _______in the human body.  
 

they make up the organs  

A number of students ________joined together to form a club for hockey fans.  
b) have        c) is        d) are       

Thor Hyderthal, accompanied by the crew of the Kon Tiki,___in order to prove his theories of cultural diffusion. 
have sailed specially chartered courses  
sailing specifically chartered courses 
has sailed specifically chartered courses  
they sail specifically chartered courses  

The list of examination marks _________missing from Tani's drawers only a while ago. 
b) was found       c) are found        d) were found      

Each of the radioisotopes produced artificially ________its own distinct structure. 
b) has         c) having         d) have had 

In a suspension bridge ______that carry one or more flexible cables firmly attached at e
there is two towers on it    b) there are two towers    c) two towers there are   d) towers there are two    

Time and tide _________for none.       
b) wait        c) waiting        d) waited      

A good team _________of both recruiting and coaching as well as performing.  
b) it is a result       c) resulting        d) result it 

The leader of the two countries __________ an agreement to avoid future conflicts. 
Has recently reach     b) recently reach      c) have reached recently     d) have recently reached     

Not all textbooks that have been written on this _____________subject.   
b) To       c) Be        d) Are      

At least one of the students ______________full marks every time.   
b) are getting       c) gets        d) have got      

Clones, __________, are genetically homogenous.  
plant growing from a single specimen   b) that a plant grown from a single specimen 
plants grown from a single specimen   d) from a single specimen, plants 

Scientists' ________a new planet.       
Had just discovered       b) just discovered      c) have just discover     d) have just discovered      

Words that join noun or pronoun objects to other words in the sentence called _____. 
b) adverb       c) preposition       d) adjectives    

4.C 5.D 6.C 7.D 8.A 
14.B 15.B 16.E 17.D 18.B 
24.C 25.E 26.E 27.A 28.D 
34.D 35.A 36.A 37.B 38.B 
44.A 45.C 46.D 47.C 48.C 
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 50)  

           (BB Officer 01) 
d) degree       

             (DBBL TO 10) 
d) are        

Thor Hyderthal, accompanied by the crew of the Kon Tiki,___in order to prove his theories of cultural diffusion.  

The list of examination marks _________missing from Tani's drawers only a while ago.                 (BB AD 10) 
d) were found       

Each of the radioisotopes produced artificially ________its own distinct structure.  
d) have had  

In a suspension bridge ______that carry one or more flexible cables firmly attached at each end.  
there is two towers on it    b) there are two towers    c) two towers there are   d) towers there are two     

                  (BB AD 06) 
d) waited       

 
d) result it  

The leader of the two countries __________ an agreement to avoid future conflicts.               (IFIC MT 13) 
c) have reached recently     d) have recently reached      

               (IFIC MT 13) 
      

           (Pubali SO 13) 
d) have got       

that a plant grown from a single specimen  
from a single specimen, plants  

         (Jamuna PO 14) 
Had just discovered       b) just discovered      c) have just discover     d) have just discovered       

Words that join noun or pronoun objects to other words in the sentence called _____.           (BB Officer 01) 
adjectives     

9.B 10.C 
19.B 20.B 
29.D 30.D 
39.C 40.B 
49.D 50.A 


